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Key Developments: June 2015 – May 2016

•	 Belarusian users enjoyed considerable improvements in internet speed in 2015-2015 
(see Availability and Ease of Access)

•	 Independent online media and social networks increased in importance as sources of 
news for Belarusians, especially in the lead up to the October 2015 presidential elections 
(see Media, Diversity, and Content Manipulation). 

•	 As of 2015, the government began utilizing new amendments to the Media Law to 
block, close down, and intimidate critical websites (see Blocking and Filtering and Con-
tent Removal). 

•	 The authorities continued their persecution of independent journalists reporting online, 
targeting freelance and unaccredited journalists with administrative penalties (see Prose-
cutions and Detentions for Online Activities).

•	 The government boosted its legal and technical capabilities to monitor and conduct sur-
veillance on internet users, acquiring sophisticated surveillance technology from Chinese 
firms (see Surveillance, Privacy, and Anonymity).

Belarus
2015 2016

Internet Freedom Status Not 
Free

Not 
Free

Obstacles to Access (0-25) 15 13

Limits on Content (0-35) 21 21

Violations of User Rights (0-40) 28 28

TOTAL* (0-100) 64 62

* 0=most free, 100=least free

Population:  9.5 million

Internet Penetration 2015 (ITU):  62 percent

Social Media/ICT Apps Blocked:  No

Political/Social Content Blocked:  Yes

Bloggers/ICT Users Arrested:  Yes

Press Freedom 2016 Status:  Not Free
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Introduction

Internet freedom improved in Belarus in the past year, with faster internet speeds, and relaxed rules 
facilitating more public Wi-Fi access, while independent online media outlets increased their reach. 

The internet has increased in importance as a source of independent information, with greater num-
bers of Belarusians going online to find reliable news, while state sponsored mass media declines 
in popularity. More Belarusians are able to access the internet, with gradual improvements in cover-
age and speed as well as further development of internet infrastructure. The government has also 
relaxed some laws relating to public Wi-Fi access, meaning public venues are no longer required to 
obtain a license before offering Wi-Fi.  

Despite improvements in connectivity, the authorities have continued censoring some information 
online, with newly amended media laws granting authorities greater powers to control content. In 
addition to blocking access to websites, the Ministry of Information issues warnings to websites, 
prompting the removal of articles and pages. 

Since late 2014, structural weaknesses, aggravated by Russia’s economic crisis, have produced rising 
inflation and unemployment. Belarus experienced a recession in the last year, with GDP falling 3.5 
percent and the ruble losing more than half its value against the dollar. GDP fell another 4 percent in 
early 2016. These challenges have placed additional economic pressure on non-state media.

Nevertheless, the online sphere in Belarus is relatively vibrant, and citizens regularly launch cam-
paigns online, such as a crowdmapping election monitoring initiative launched in the lead up to the 
October 2015 presidential elections.  

As the EU lifted a five-year freeze on relations with Belarus in February 2016, the regime has prac-
ticed relative restraint in relation to online expression, with fewer arrests and instances of violence 
against journalists and social media users in the coverage period. However, freelance journalists 
continue to operate in a legal limbo which allows authorities to hamper their work by issuing admin-
istrative penalties, and at least 25 administrative cases were launched against freelancers working 
online within the past year. The authorities continue to boost their considerable surveillance powers, 
enacting a law which requires internet service providers (ISPs) to retain user information about their 
subscribers’ activities online, and hand the information to authorities on request. 

Obstacles to Access

Despite several years of economic stagnation and a significant downturn in 2015-2016, the Belarusian 
government continued to invest in the country’s internet and ICT infrastructure. In its 2015 Report, the 
International Telecommunication Union (ITU) found Belarus to be among the world’s most dynamic 
countries in terms of growth of households with computers and internet access, mobile broadband 
penetration, mobile cellular subscriptions and international internet bandwidth per internet user. In 
terms of the ITU’s ICT Development Index (IDI), Belarus continued to advance in the rankings. It ranked 
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36th in 2015, climbing 14 spots since 2010, and has the highest IDI in the Commonwealth of Indepen-
dent States region.1 

Availability and Ease of Access   

The International Telecommunication Union (ITU) reported Belarus’ internet penetration rate as 62 
percent in 2015, compared to just 32 percent in 2010.2 The independent organization Gemius re-
ported that the number of Belarusian internet users increased by almost 81,000 in 2015. Though this 
growth in the overall online audience was not pronounced, the increase in the number of daily users 
is a major trend.3 More than 5 million Belarusians—70 percent of the population aged 15 to 74—
were regularly accessing the internet by the end of 2015, 87 percent of them daily.4 

Since 2010, the proportion of female internet users rose from 48.7 percent to 52.1 percent.5 As of 
December 2014, the share of internet users concentrated in the capital city of Minsk had decreased 
to 29 percent, and the number of users in towns and rural areas had risen to 39 percent.6 Some 75 
percent of Belarusians live in urban areas, but a digital divide separates the capital and other regions. 
More than half of urban households have access to the internet, reaching around 57 percent. In rural 
areas, this figure drops to around 40 percent.7 

The State of Broadband Report 2015 ranked Belarus 23rd among developing countries, with 57 per-
cent of households connected to the internet,8 along with 97 percent of companies. The government 
reported that 84 percent of households accessing the internet did so using broadband.9 The fixed 
broadband subscriber base reached 2.8 million by the end of 2015, a penetration rate of almost 30 
percent.10 Belarus has the highest fixed-broadband penetration in the post-Soviet region, with over 
3.6 million broadband ports available.11 During the past year, however, growth has tapered off. 

1 International Telecommunication Union (ITU), “ICT Development Index 2015,” http://www.itu.int/net4/ITU-D/
idi/2015/#idi2015countrycard-tab&BLR; Belarus is one of only four countries that have joined the upper quartile of countries 
between 2010 and 2015, demonstrating a consistency of improvement: ITU, “Measuring the Information Society Report 2015: 
Executive Summary,”2015, http://www.itu.int/en/ITU-D/Statistics/Documents/publications/misr2015/MISR2015-ES-E.pdf.
2  International Telecommunication Union, “Percentage of Individuals Using the Internet,” 2000-2015, http://bit.ly/1FDwW9w. 
3  The daily audience from October 2011 to October 2014 increased by 90 percent. See Mikhail Doroshevich, “Users of 
Social Media in Belarus and their Behavior,” Gemius, July 1, 2015, http://www.slideshare.net/MikhailDoroshevich/doroshevich-
01072015?related=1, p. 7.
4  Mikail Doroshevich and Marina Sokolova, “WWW: The Limits of Developing Extensive Infrastructure,” Belarusian Yearbook 
2016, Agency for Social and Political Expert Appraisal, Nashe Mnenie, http://nmnby.eu/yearbook/2016/en/page16.html.
5  “Five Years of Belarusian Internet Audience,” e-belarus, February 5, 2015, http://www.e-belarus.org/news/201502051.html. 
2015 SAITO poll sited by Doroshevich and Sokolova, “WWW: The Limits of Developing Extensive Infrastructure,” Belarusian 
Yearbook 2016, Agency for Social and Political Expert Appraisal, Nashe Mnenie, http://nmnby.eu/yearbook/2016/en/page16.
html. For a detailed gender breakdown, see Mikhail Doroshevich, “Gender Inequality in the Belarusian Internet,” Gemius, 
September 29, 2015, http://www.slideshare.net/MikhailDoroshevich/gender-inequality-in-belarusian-internet-audience?next_
slideshow=1.
6  “Five Years of Belarusian Internet Audience,” e-Belarus, February 5, 2015, http://www.e-belarus.org/news/201502051.html.
7  Mikail Doroshevich and Marina Sokolova, “WWW: The Limits of Developing Extensive Infrastructure,” Belarusian Yearbook 
2016, Agency for Social and Political Expert Appraisal, Nashe Mnenie, http://nmnby.eu/yearbook/2016/en/page16.html.
8  Broadband Commission, The State of Broadband 2015: Universalizing Broadband, September 2015, http://bit.ly/1QTuNrB, 
Annex 4, p. 90.
9  “Information and communication technology infrastructure improving in Belarus,” Belarus News Belarusian Telegraph 
Agency (BelTA),  September 30, 2014, http://bit.ly/1LS6r2K. 
10  “Ministry of Communications: Number of landline broadband subscribers in Belarus is close to 3 million” (in Russian), 
Providers.by, January 30, 2016, http://providers.by/2016/01/news/minsvyazi-kolichestvo-abonentov-stacionarnogo-shpd-v-
belarusi-priblizhaetsya-k-3-millionam;  “Belarus telecom subscriber base hits 4.5 mln in 2014,” e-Belarus, February 21, 2015, 
http://bit.ly/1GhLVq3.  
11 , “Belarus telecom subscriber base hits 4.5 mln in 2014,” e-Belarus, February 21, 2015, http://bit.ly/1GhLVq3; “ITU Ranks 
Belarus as IDI Leader in CIS Region,” Development.by, November 27, 2014, http://bit.ly/1RMskQ3.   

http://www.itu.int/net4/ITU-D/idi/2015/#idi2015countrycard-tab&BLR
http://www.itu.int/net4/ITU-D/idi/2015/#idi2015countrycard-tab&BLR
http://www.itu.int/en/ITU-D/Statistics/Documents/publications/misr2015/MISR2015-ES-E.pdf
http://bit.ly/1FDwW9w
http://www.slideshare.net/MikhailDoroshevich/doroshevich-01072015?related=1
http://www.slideshare.net/MikhailDoroshevich/doroshevich-01072015?related=1
http://nmnby.eu/yearbook/2016/en/page16.html
http://www.e-belarus.org/news/201502051.html
http://nmnby.eu/yearbook/2016/en/page16.html
http://nmnby.eu/yearbook/2016/en/page16.html
http://www.slideshare.net/MikhailDoroshevich/gender-inequality-in-belarusian-internet-audience?next_slideshow=1
http://www.slideshare.net/MikhailDoroshevich/gender-inequality-in-belarusian-internet-audience?next_slideshow=1
http://www.e-belarus.org/news/201502051.html
http://nmnby.eu/yearbook/2016/en/page16.html
http://bit.ly/1LS6r2K
http://providers.by/2016/01/news/minsvyazi-kolichestvo-abonentov-stacionarnogo-shpd-v-belarusi-priblizhaetsya-k-3-millionam
http://providers.by/2016/01/news/minsvyazi-kolichestvo-abonentov-stacionarnogo-shpd-v-belarusi-priblizhaetsya-k-3-millionam
http://bit.ly/1GhLVq3
http://bit.ly/1GhLVq3
http://bit.ly/1RMskQ3
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The number of subscribers to Belarus’ fixed telephone line network, through which the majority of 
Belarusian access the internet, remained steady at about 4.4 million. As of July 2015, Belarus had 
11.3 million mobile telephone subscribers. The current mobile penetration level in Belarus suggests a 
saturation of the market. Mobile subscribers are served by 6,500 base stations covering 97.9 percent 
of the country’s territory.12 Smartphones are becoming cheaper and their share in the mobile market 
is rising. MTS, the largest of Belarus’ three mobile providers, noted that smartphones now make up 
the vast majority of devices purchased in its stores; providers estimate that smartphones comprise 
38 to 50 percent of their networks.13 This percentage is likely to rise following the launch of 4G and 
the expansion of 3G service during the past year. In 2015, state-owned Beltelecom added about 
public 75,000 Wi-Fi hotspots and now operates a total of almost 375,000 throughout the country.14 

Numbering only 1.8 million in 2011, mobile internet access subscribers had grown to 4.3 million 
by 2014, with a penetration rate of 46 percent.15 A government poll conducted in late 2015 found 
that 59 percent of internet users access the web from mobile devices, and more than 77 percent of 
Belarusian youth aged 16 to 29 use mobile internet.16 Nevertheless, only 6 percent of page views in 
Belarus are made via mobile phones or tablets.17

Technological advances in 2015-2016 should improve Belarus’ internet capabilities. GPON fiber-optic 
technology is replacing ADSL lines.18 Commercial 4G LTE service, which will increase the speed of 
mobile broadband internet access launched in December 2015. Initially available in Minsk via 150 
base stations, the service will be made available in the country’s five regional capitals in 2016.19 The 
service will be first offered by MTS, and Belarus’ other providers are expected to offer the service 
later in 2016.20 Belarus providers continue to move towards full 3G coverage;21 as of October 2015, 
3G mobile networks covered 53 percent of the country, where 96 percent of the population lives.22 In 

12  Alyaksey Areshka, “Communications ministry reports decrease in number of mobile subscribers,” BelaPAN, July 29, 2015, 
http://en.belapan.by/archive/2015/07/29/en_20250729H.
13  “The share of smartphones in the MTS network – 38%, annual average monthly internet traffic rose by 22%” (in Russian), 
Providers.by, November 18, 2015, http://providers.by/2015/11/mobile/mts-mobile/dolya-smartfonov-v-seti-mts-38-za-god-
srednemesyachnyj-rasxod-internet-trafika-u-abonentov-vyros-na-22; “Velcom: Minsk in 15th place in internet-active cities 

– Brest in first place” (in Russian), Providers.by, December 16, 2015, http://providers.by/2015/12/mobile/velcom/velcom-minsk-v-
rejtinge-internet-aktivnyx-gorodov-na-15-om-meste-na-pervom-brest/#more-21185.
14  “Beltelecom has installed 375,000 Wi-Fi access points throughout the country” (in Russian), Providers.by, January 21, 2016, 
http://providers.by/2016/01/provajdery-minska/beltelecom/beltelekom-ustanovil-375-tysyach-tochek-dostupa-wi-fi-po-vsej-
strane/#more-21451; “Beltelecom internet base passed two million mark in 2014, paper says,” eBelarus, February 18, 2015, 
http://bit.ly/1VWRqBr.  
15  “Belarus prioritizes innovation-driven development, information society,” e-Belarus, April 4, 2014, http://bit.ly/1KdqkKq. 
16  “More than 87% of Belarusian users turn to the internet almost daily” (in Russian), BelTA, January 11, 2016, http://www.
belta.by/tech/view/bolee-87-belorusskih-juzerov-obraschajutsja-k-internetu-prakticheski-ezhednevno-176980-2016.
17  Gemius, “Consumers go mobile in CEE: Mobile market overview,” 2014, http://bit.ly/1qWeJg7. 
18  “Beltelecom: By 2020, GPON will be in each city high-rise building” (in Russian), Providers.by, January 21, 2016, http://
providers.by/2016/01/provajdery-minska/beltelecom/beltelekom-k-2020-godu-gpon-poyavitsya-v-kazhdoj-gorodskoj-
mnogoetazhke/#more-21447.
19  “4G launch to improve Belarus’ standing in ICT Development Index,” BelTA, December 17, 2015, http://eng.belta.by/
society/view/4g-launch-to-improve-belarus-standing-in-ict-development-index-87728-2015.
20  At present, providers estimate that 9-15% of their networks include 4G-capable devices. See “iPhone – the most common 
LTE-device in Belarus” (in Russian), Providers.by, November 27, 2015, http://providers.by/2015/11/news/iphone-samoe-
rasprostranennoe-lte-ustrojstvo-v-belarusi/#more-21011.
21  “Velcom will increase 3G network coverage in Belarus to 97% by the end of the year” (in Russian), Providers.by, February 
4, 2015, http://providers.by/2016/02/mobile/velcom/velcom-do-konca-goda-uvelichit-pokrytie-3g-seti-po-belarusi-do-
97/#more-21583.
22  “Ministry of Communications counts number of new users of internet and TV for January-September” (in Russian), 
Providers.by, November 2, 2015, http://providers.by/2015/11/news/v-minsvyazi-poschitali-kolichestvo-novyx-abonentov-
interneta-i-tv-za-yanvar-sentyabr/#more-2083.

http://en.belapan.by/archive/2015/07/29/en_20250729H
http://providers.by/2015/11/mobile/mts-mobile/dolya-smartfonov-v-seti-mts-38-za-god-srednemesyachnyj-rasxod-internet-trafika-u-abonentov-vyros-na-22
http://providers.by/2015/11/mobile/mts-mobile/dolya-smartfonov-v-seti-mts-38-za-god-srednemesyachnyj-rasxod-internet-trafika-u-abonentov-vyros-na-22
http://providers.by/2015/12/mobile/velcom/velcom-minsk-v-rejtinge-internet-aktivnyx-gorodov-na-15-om-meste-na-pervom-brest/#more-21185
http://providers.by/2015/12/mobile/velcom/velcom-minsk-v-rejtinge-internet-aktivnyx-gorodov-na-15-om-meste-na-pervom-brest/#more-21185
http://providers.by/2016/01/provajdery-minska/beltelecom/beltelekom-ustanovil-375-tysyach-tochek-dostupa-wi-fi-po-vsej-strane/#more-21451
http://providers.by/2016/01/provajdery-minska/beltelecom/beltelekom-ustanovil-375-tysyach-tochek-dostupa-wi-fi-po-vsej-strane/#more-21451
http://bit.ly/1VWRqBr
http://bit.ly/1KdqkKq
http://www.belta.by/tech/view/bolee-87-belorusskih-juzerov-obraschajutsja-k-internetu-prakticheski-ezhednevno-176980-2016
http://www.belta.by/tech/view/bolee-87-belorusskih-juzerov-obraschajutsja-k-internetu-prakticheski-ezhednevno-176980-2016
http://bit.ly/1qWeJg7
http://providers.by/2016/01/provajdery-minska/beltelecom/beltelekom-k-2020-godu-gpon-poyavitsya-v-kazhdoj-gorodskoj-mnogoetazhke/#more-21447
http://providers.by/2016/01/provajdery-minska/beltelecom/beltelekom-k-2020-godu-gpon-poyavitsya-v-kazhdoj-gorodskoj-mnogoetazhke/#more-21447
http://providers.by/2016/01/provajdery-minska/beltelecom/beltelekom-k-2020-godu-gpon-poyavitsya-v-kazhdoj-gorodskoj-mnogoetazhke/#more-21447
http://eng.belta.by/society/view/4g-launch-to-improve-belarus-standing-in-ict-development-index-87728-2015
http://eng.belta.by/society/view/4g-launch-to-improve-belarus-standing-in-ict-development-index-87728-2015
http://providers.by/2015/11/news/iphone-samoe-rasprostranennoe-lte-ustrojstvo-v-belarusi/#more-21011
http://providers.by/2015/11/news/iphone-samoe-rasprostranennoe-lte-ustrojstvo-v-belarusi/#more-21011
http://providers.by/2016/02/mobile/velcom/velcom-do-konca-goda-uvelichit-pokrytie-3g-seti-po-belarusi-do-97/#more-21583
http://providers.by/2016/02/mobile/velcom/velcom-do-konca-goda-uvelichit-pokrytie-3g-seti-po-belarusi-do-97/#more-21583
http://providers.by/2015/11/news/v-minsvyazi-poschitali-kolichestvo-novyx-abonentov-interneta-i-tv-za-yanvar-sentyabr/#more-2083
http://providers.by/2015/11/news/v-minsvyazi-poschitali-kolichestvo-novyx-abonentov-interneta-i-tv-za-yanvar-sentyabr/#more-2083
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January 2016, a Chinese rocket placed a Belarusian communications satellite into orbit; Belintersat 1 
will offer broadband internet, among other commercial services..23 

On its official website, the government stated that the country’s international internet gateway ca-
pacity had increased to 783 Gbps in 2015.24 However, other sources indicated that the gateway had 
slipped from 770 to 610 Gbps by October of that year.25 

In general, the speed of the internet improved in Belarus, but the country continues to underper-
form in comparison to its neighbors.26 According to Akamai, Belarus’ average internet connection 
speed was 6.1 Mbps in the third quarter of 2015, compared to 3.73 Mbps during the same period in 
2014.27 Ookla ranked Belarus 52nd of 200 countries in its 2015 Household Download Net Index, with 
an average broadband download speed of 19.85 Mbps. The average broadband upload speed was 
16.86 Mbps, which ranked 26th. The mobile download and upload speeds, 8.8 Mbps and 3.3 Mbps 
respectively, ranked 65th and 71st.28 

The cost of broadband access via DSL and cable is generally tied to volume, reflecting the pricing 
structure that Beltelecom uses when selling bandwidth to downstream ISPs. Volume surcharges do 
not create a barrier for most users. Current prices for unlimited internet access from Beltelecom are 
approximately US$4–$20 per month for individuals, depending on the speed and volume of traffic.29 

Though internet access continues to be affordable in Belarus, prices for internet access grew as a 
percentage of Belarusians’ household budgets. While Belarus generally ranks well in the CIS in re-
gard to costs, internet access remained relatively expensive compared to European countries.30 Nev-
ertheless, prices do not generally constitute a barrier to ICT uptake in Belarus.31 

While Belarus has two official languages—Belarusian and Russian—the majority of citizens use Rus-
sian in daily life. In fact, Russian-language broadcast, print, and online outlets dominate Belarus’ me-
dia and information spheres. As a result, the Belarusian internet is dominated by sites based in Rus-

23  Steven Clark, “Belarusian communications satellite launched from China,” Spaceflight Now, January 15, 2016, http://
spaceflightnow.com/2016/01/15/belarusian-communications-satellite-launched-from-china.
24  “Communications infrastructure in Belarus,” Belarus.by: Official Website of the Republic of Belarus, 
http://www.belarus.by/en/business/business-environment. 
25  “Belarus’ external internet gateway dcreased by 160 Gbit/s since beginning of year” (in Russian), Providers.by, November 
2, 2015, http://providers.by/2015/11/news/vneshnij-internet-shlyuz-belarusi-s-nachala-goda-umenshilsya-na-160-gbits. Even 
at 610 Gpbs, that would be a 15-fold boost in bandwidth since 2010. “Belarus reports 15-fold expansion in its international 
internet gateway since 2010,” TeleGeography, October 8, 2010, https://www.telegeography.com/products/commsupdate/
articles/2014/10/08/belarus-reports-15-fold-expansion-in-its-international-internet-gateway-since-2010.
26  Viktor Shkel, “Internet Quality in Belarus (Data as of Q1 2015),” Business Data Processing,  http://businessdataprocessing.
com/internet-quality-in-belarus-data-as-of-q1-2015. 
27  Akamai, “State of the Internet” Map Visualization, https://www.stateoftheinternet.com/trends-visualizations-connectivity-
global-heat-map-internet-speeds-broadband-adoption.html. 
28  Ookla, “Net Global Index,” May 2015. Ookla no longer maintains the Net Global Index.
29  While mobile phone and internet access prices in Belarusian rubles increased a number of times in 2015-2016, the 
amounts remained roughly the same in dollars due to Belarus’ chronic inflation.  
30  See Chapter Four, “Monitoring the price and affordability of ICTs” in the ITU’s Measuring the Information Society Report 
2015, http://www.itu.int/en/ITU-D/Statistics/Documents/publications/misr2015/MISR2015-w5.pdf, pp. 93-144.
31  Belarus ranked 16th in the Fixed-telephone sub-basket, 53st in the Mobile-cellular sub-basket, 51th in the Fixed-
broadband sub-basket, and 29th in Mobile-broadband prices. See Chapter Four, “Monitoring the price and affordability of ICTs” 
in the ITU’s Measuring the Information Society Report 2015, http://www.itu.int/en/ITU-D/Statistics/Documents/publications/
misr2015/MISR2015-w5.pdf, pp. 93-144.

http://spaceflightnow.com/2016/01/15/belarusian-communications-satellite-launched-from-china
http://spaceflightnow.com/2016/01/15/belarusian-communications-satellite-launched-from-china
http://www.belarus.by/en/business/business-environment
http://providers.by/2015/11/news/vneshnij-internet-shlyuz-belarusi-s-nachala-goda-umenshilsya-na-160-gbits
https://www.telegeography.com/products/commsupdate/articles/2014/10/08/belarus-reports-15-fold-expansion-in-its-international-internet-gateway-since-2010
https://www.telegeography.com/products/commsupdate/articles/2014/10/08/belarus-reports-15-fold-expansion-in-its-international-internet-gateway-since-2010
http://businessdataprocessing.com/internet-quality-in-belarus-data-as-of-q1-2015/
http://businessdataprocessing.com/internet-quality-in-belarus-data-as-of-q1-2015/
https://www.stateoftheinternet.com/trends-visualizations-connectivity-global-heat-map-internet-speeds-broadband-adoption.html
https://www.stateoftheinternet.com/trends-visualizations-connectivity-global-heat-map-internet-speeds-broadband-adoption.html
http://www.itu.int/en/ITU-D/Statistics/Documents/publications/misr2015/MISR2015-w5.pdf
http://www.itu.int/en/ITU-D/Statistics/Documents/publications/misr2015/MISR2015-w5.pdf
http://www.itu.int/en/ITU-D/Statistics/Documents/publications/misr2015/MISR2015-w5.pdf
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sia. Beltelecom reports that foreign websites make up 95 percent of online traffic in Belarus.32 Only 
two or three Belarusian sites are in the top 10 most popular internet sites in Belarus.33 

By April 2015, almost 75 percent of Belarusian internet users were visiting social media sites.34 
VKontakte is used by about 2.5 million Belarusians a month, and Odnoklassniki is accessed by 1.1 
million Belarusians monthly.35 Facebook is less popular, with 780,000 Belarusian users in January 
2016. Young people from 18 to 34 constitute the overwhelming number of social network users in 
Belarus.36 

In November 2015, Decree No. 475 abolished the need to have a license from the Ministry of Infor-
mation to offer Wi-Fi in restaurants, cafes, and other public venues. The decree came into effect on 
March 1, 2016.37 However, in that same month, the State Telecommunications Inspectorate ruled that 
public transportation vehicles can only offer Wi-Fi with its authorization and in consultation with the 
Ministry of Defense.38 

Restrictions on Connectivity  

The Belarusian government has not imposed restrictions on ICT connectivity or access to particular 
social media or communication apps permanently or during specific events. However, the authorities 
possess this capability, since the backbone connection to the international internet is owned by the 
government. 

The state-owned Beltelecom and the National Center for Traffic Exchange are the only entities per-
mitted to handle connections with ISPs outside of Belarus. All commercial providers must purchase 
internet access from Beltelecom’s Belpak gateway. In 2012, the Center replaced Beltelecom in provid-
ing access to the points of sharing national traffic (peering).39 While the government does not limit 
the amount of bandwidth that access providers can supply, the fact that ISPs depend on Beltelecom 
allows the authorities to control access speeds for the entire country. 

Launched in 1994, the Belarusian domain zone (.BY, often called the “BYnet”), had more than 124,000 
registered domain names by February 2016;40 more than half of these have been registered in the 
last three years. Since 2014, it has been one of the fastest growing country domain zones in Eu-

32  “Russian content cedes Positions in Belarus,” Belarusian Association of Journalists, January 21, 2016, http://baj.by/en/
content/russian-content-cedes-positions-belarus.
33  Ryhor Astapenia, “How Russian Culture and Media Shape Belarusian Politics,” Belarus Digest, February 6, 2014, http://bit.
ly/1GhMQXg; Gemius, Online Landscape: Russian speaking markets, June 2014, 6, http://bit.ly/1RMtFX0. 
34  Mikhail Doroshevich, “Users of Social Media in Belarus and their Behavior,” Gemius, July 1, 2015, http://www.slideshare.net/
MikhailDoroshevich/doroshevich-01072015?related=1, p. 8.
35  VKontakte, “Belarus in VK,” https://vk.com/doc7337161_437282008?hash=25ba20277cc167bb96, p. 3.
36  “Age groups of social media users,” Gemius Global, May 11, 2015, https://www.gemius.com/all-reader-news/age-groups-
of-social-media-users.html.
37  “Ministry of Information abolishes licenses for Wi-Fi in bars and restaurants” (in Russian), Providers.by, December 4, 2015, 
http://providers.by/2015/12/news/v-marte-2016-go-otmenyat-neobxodimost-imet-licenziyu-minsvyazi-na-organizaciyu-wi-fi-
v-barax-i-restoranax.
38  “Documents from BelGIE and coordination with Ministry of Defense needed to install Wi-Fi in shuttles and taxies” (in 
Russian), Providers.by, October 28, 2015, http://providers.by/2015/10/news/dlya-ustanovki-wi-fi-v-marshrutkax-i-taksi-
neobxodimy-dokumenty-iz-belgie-i-soglasovanie-s-ministerstvom-oborony.
39  “National Center for Traffic Exchange replaced Beltelecom in providing peering services,” [in Russian], TechOnliner, April 3, 
2012, http://bit.ly/1GKgTlA. 
40  See http://cctld.by/en/statistics.
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rope.41 According to legislation passed in 2010, all legal entities operating in the “.BY” domain must 
use Belarusian hosting services. 

In 2014, ICANN approved Belarus’ request for a Cyrillic domain .БЕЛ (.BEL) as an alternative national 
domain. As of February 2016, the .БЕЛ domain contained over 16,700 registered names.42 In Febru-
ary 2016, the cost to register or renew a domain increased by 68 percent. Neither current owners nor 
new registrants were notified of the increase.43

ICT Market 

The IT sector continued to develop strongly in Belarus.44 The 2015 Global Innovation Index ranked 
Belarus 67th of 141 countries in terms of ICT development, including infrastructure, a slight improve-
ment over the year before. In terms of ICT access and ICT use, Belarus improved, rising from 35th 
and 38th place in 2015, up from 45th and 44th place in 2014, respectively.45 Nevertheless, the coun-
try’s economic troubles hinder the development of the IT sector.46

The Ministry of Communications has issued 180 licenses for ISPs in Belarus; 65 were active in early 
2016.47 The number of licensed providers has declined since 2010.48 There is competition between 
internet providers, but more than half the market is controlled by the state-owned Beltelecom.49 The 
largest selection and best quality of internet access is available in Minsk, where some 37 compa-
nies offer access through ADSL, Ethernet, cable TV, and mobile networks; smaller cities have fewer 
options.50 

Despite inflation and devaluation, prices for internet access in Belarus have remained relatively sta-
ble. One possible reason is Beltelecom’s alleged practice of flooding the market with underpriced 
packages to reduce competition from private operators.51 Google and other digital companies which 
generate significant online traffic also have preferential agreements with Beltelecom, which allow it 
to engage in predatory pricing.52

41  See http://cctld.by/news/2015/the-bynet-21-fresh-stats. 
42  See Official Site of the Domain Zones .BY and .БЕЛ, http://cctld.by/statistics/stats-bel.
43  “Domains .BY and .БЕЛ  rose to 252,000 rubles” (in Russian), Providers.by, February 3, 2016, http://providers.by/2016/02/
news/domeny-by-i-bel-podorozhali-do-252-000-rublej.
44  Volha Charnysh, “Belarus–An Outsourcing Haven?”, BelarusDigest, September 2, 2014, http://belarusdigest.com/story/
belarus-outsourcing-haven-19134; Tatiana Kalinovskaya, “Programmers create unlikely IT boom in Belarus,” Phys.org, December 
9, 2015, http://phys.org/news/2015-12-programmers-boom-belarus.html; and, Viktor Shkel, “Belarus Hit the Top 10 Global 
Talent,” BDP, August 17, 2015, http://businessdataprocessing.com/belarus-hit-the-top-10-global-talent.
45  See “The Global Innovation Index 2015” and “The Global Innovation Index 2014,” Cornell, INSEAD and WIPO, Geneva, 
https://www.globalinnovationindex.org/userfiles/file/reportpdf/gii-full-report-2015-v6.pdf (see p.173 for the Belarus country 
profile) and https://www.globalinnovationindex.org/userfiles/file/reportpdf/GII-2014-v5.pdf.
46  “Digital government, digital economy in focus in Belarus in 2016-2022,” National Legal Portal of the Republic of Belarus, 
November 3, 2015, http://law.by/main.aspx?guid=35783.
47  See “All providers,” Providers.by, accessed February 15, 2016, http://providers.by/by-providers. 
48  Mikhail Doroshevich and Marina Sokolova, “Internet: Infrastructure, users, regulation,” e-Belarus,  http://e-belarus.org/
article/yearbook2014.html.
49  Anne Austin, Jonathan Barnard, and Nicola Hutcheon, “New Media Forecasts 2015, ZenithOptimedia, October 2015, http://
www.zenithoptimedia.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/11/NewMediaForecasts2015_Report.pdf, p. 14.
50  See “By city,” Providers.by, http://providers.by/by-providers/?by_cities.
51  Ibid. 
52  Vladimir Volkov, “Google in Belarus Supports State Telecom Monopoly Against Fair Competition-and Its Own Principles,” 
Digital.Report, March 1, 2016, https://digital.report/google-in-belarus-supports-state-telecom-monopoly.
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Regulatory Bodies 

There is no independent regulator overseeing ICTs in Belarus. There is strong state regulation and in-
volvement in the telecommunications and media market. The Ministry of Communications founded 
Beltelecom in 1995 and continues to regulate the company, undermining regulatory independence. 
In addition, the Presidential Administration’s Operations and Analysis Center (OAC), which was ini-
tially a subdivision of the State Security Committee (KGB), has the authority to oversee ISPs, conduct 
online surveillance, and manage Belarus’ top-level domain (.By). Other governmental bodies with 
authority over this sector include the State Telecommunications Inspectorate, the State Control Com-
mittee, the KGB, and the Prosecutor General’s Office. 

Limits on Content

In the past year, the government has utilized the newly amended Media Law to restrict access to some 
political content online. The amended laws expand the state’s powers to limit online content which falls 
within broad categories such as threatening national interests or promoting extremism.  As the internet 
in Belarus is dominated by Russian outlets, Russian progovernment propaganda and trolls continue to 
distort the online media landscape. Meanwhile, independent Belarusian outlets struggle for resources,  
an issue exacerbated by Belarus’ economic crisis. 

Blocking and Filtering 

In 2015-2016, the government began to utilize the recently amended Media Law to restrict access 
to websites without a court order. The authorities are empowered to block any site they deem to be 
problematic. Previously, blacklisted websites were restricted only in public institutions. While the lack 
of reliable statistics makes it difficult to compare, website administers and netizens report that block-
ing became a greater problem during the past year. 

The amendments, passed in January 2015, treat online media as traditional media, permitting the 
Ministry of Information to issue warnings, suspend, and file closure suits against online outlets.53 The 
Ministry can block access to sites if two warnings have been issued within 12 months, and the scope 
of reasons to issue warnings has been expanded. The Ministry can also order sites blocked without 
a warning for posts it deems illegal.54 The types of information considered illegal has been expanded 
to include “information, the distribution of which can harm the national interests of the Republic of 
Belarus.” This and other provisions are subject to broad interpretation and can be used to stifle crit-
ical media. Whereas it was previously the responsibility of courts to decide what internet posts were 
illegal, the amendments now empower officials to do so.  There are no legal avenues to appeal the 
blocking of websites in Belarus. The amendments are seen by the Organization for Security and Co-

53  For a critical analysis of the amendments, see Andrei Bastunets, “Analysis of Amendments to Media Law,” BAJ, January 22, 
2015, http://bit.ly/1Le32bb.  
54  The updated subparagraph 1.3 of Article 38 specifies information illegal for distribution and reads as follows, “information 
aimed at the propaganda of war, extremist activity or containing calls for such activity, pornography, violence and cruelty, as 
well as other information, the distribution of which can harm national interests of the Republic of Belarus or banned by this Law, 
and other legislative acts of the Republic of Belarus.”
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operation in Europe (OSCE) Representative on Freedom of the Media and other media rights experts 
as posing a major threat to free speech.55 

Under the amended Media Law, a blacklist of websites is now maintained by the Telecommunica-
tions Ministry’s State Inspectorate for Electronic Communication, which makes changes to the list on 
instructions from the Ministry of Information. Only government agencies and ISPs have access to the 
blacklist, which is to be reviewed daily. Any government body can add to the blacklist by informing 
the Ministry of Information about sites that, in its opinion, violate the law. A website can be blocked 
by a provider after 24 hours, while it may take the Ministry of Information up to a month to restore 
access to it once all violations are corrected. The blacklist of restricted websites and procedures for 
adding websites to it remains non-transparent. Experts note that the government’s decisions are 
made arbitrarily, do not require judicial approval, and allow no course for appeal.56

In May 2015, the Ministry of Information began warning websites, including a number of political 
and news sources, that they were allegedly violating the amended Media Law. Freeregion.info, Radio 
Racyja, Tuzin.fm (a music portal), the website of the opposition United Civic Party, and the lifestyle 
website KYKY received letters indicating that their websites contained some unspecified “violations 
of the mass media legislation.”57

The first official use of the amended Media Law took place on June 18, 2015, when the lifestyle web-
site KYKY.org was blocked by the Ministry for Information without warning for distributing content 
harmful to the country’s national interests.58 According to the Ministry, certain articles contained 

“offensive” remarks about the celebration of Victory Day (May 9) and questioned the importance 
of the holiday, “thereby distorting the historical truth about the Great Patriotic War” (World War 
II). The Ministry also claimed that articles included profane language and offensive remarks about 

“representatives of certain social groups, ethnicities and religious denominations.” Public access was 
restored in six days, after the controversial materials were removed (see Content Removal). Experts 
speculated that the blocking of KYKY might also have been a warning to other critical media ahead 
of the October 2015 presidential election.

Ruling No. 6/8, which laid out the mechanisms and procedures for restricting access to websites un-
der the new law, came into force in February 2015.59 According to the directive, sites will be blocked 
if they contain information about drug trafficking or other illegal information. Websites also may be 
blocked if their owners fail to correct violations of the Media Law as required by the authorities. The 
directive allows not only state agencies but also any individual to propose the blocking of specific 
websites. Tor and other circumvention tools can also be blocked under the directive.60 To date, the 

55  Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE), “New regulation and recent blockings threaten free speech 
on Internet in Belarus, says OSCE Representative,” press release,  December 22, 2014, http://bit.ly/1QAuUb4; Committee 
to Protect Journalists, “Belarus adopts restrictive media law amendments, blocks websites,” December 23, 2014, https://cpj.
org/x/5e76; Reporters Without Borders, “Belarusian authorities impose alarming Internet controls,” May 19, 2015, http://bit.
ly/1G9BWmW; Official version of amendments at: “Amendments to the Law on Media,” [in Russian] December 21, 2014, http://
bit.ly/1QAvqFT. 
56  Tanya Korovenkova, “Edict No. 60 less restrictive than feared, but authorities can tighten screws,” BelaPAN, July 1, 2013, 
http://bit.ly/1Le7Ddp. 
57  “Information Ministry Targets Independent Websites,” BAJ, May 15, 2015, http://old.baj.by/en/node/28691. 
58  “Belarus Blocks Art, Lifestyle Website For ‘Harming National Interests’”, Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty, June 18, 2015, 
http://www.rferl.org/content/belarus-art-lifestyle-website-harming-national-interests/27079737.html.
59  ПОСТАНОВЛЕНИЕ ОПЕРАТИВНО-АНАЛИТИЧЕСКОГО ЦЕНТРА ПРИ ПРЕЗИДЕНТЕ РЕСПУБЛИКИ БЕЛАРУСЬ И 
МИНИСТЕРСТВА СВЯЗИ И ИНФОРМАТИЗАЦИИ РЕСПУБЛИКИ БЕЛАРУСЬ 19 февраля 2015 г. № 6/8, February 25, 2015, 
http://bit.ly/1VWX32N. 
60  Ibid, http://bit.ly/1VWX32N. 
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government has not implemented this aspect of the Ruling, and circumvention tools remain general-
ly accessible in Belarus. 

According to the Ministry of Information, the government officially blocked access to 40 websites in 
2015. Access to four of the sites was restored. The authorities blocked the sites for allegedly distrib-
uting extremist materials, advertising alcoholic beverages, selling drugs, using forbidden language, 
and promoting child pornography. The Ministry also issued 36 warnings to independent print media, 
most of which also have corresponding webpages and social media pages.61 A minimum of four 
websites were also warned in 2015.62 At least two have been warned in early 2016.63 

The authorities increased their efforts to block, close, and regulate e-commerce sites, a practice that 
began in 2014. The Ministry of Trade reported that it had suspended the operations of 35 inter-
net stores and five electronic trading platforms for various irregularities in 2015. It also drew up as 
many as 130 claims against online businesses and imposed penalties totaling about BYR 50 million 
($2,830) in the first nine months, 2.5 times more than in the same period of 2014.64 One internet 
expert noted that the Ministry of Trade has assumed the functions of an economic and political 
censor.65  

Due to its diplomatic and financial interest in reestablishing relations with the EU, the Belarusian 
government has been relatively restrained in using the new legislation to repress independent news 
and information websites in the past year. However, there are disturbing indications that this may 
change. Recently, Belarusian officials have declared that the government should tighten control 
of the internet. In December 2015, Minister of Education Zhuravkov stated: “You see now on the 
internet, in social networks, a complete orgy. They should be regulated.”66 In February 2016, Pavel 
Yakubovich, the editor in chief of the largest government newspaper Sovetskaya Belorussia (Sovi-
et Belarus), warned about the internet’s ability to “split society.” He called for “improving” Belarus’ 
Media Law to prevent the “degradation of minds” and “confrontational clashes.”67 Henadz Davydz-
ka, chairman of the National State TV and Radio Company, declared that “Anonymity on the Inter-
net must be banned. It is not the first time when we are discussing that. I am a supporter of strict 
measures.”68 

As in the past, basic techniques such as IP filtering and disabling DNS records were employed. It 
appears that the authorities do not perform regular or automated monitoring of the accessibility of 
banned websites, and it generally takes several hours for a new IP address to be blocked. To date, no 

61  “Situation in Belarusian Mass Media Field in 2015 (Short Summary),” Mass Media in Belarus Review #6 (46), Belarusian 
Association of Journalists, February 1, 2016, http://baj.by/en/analytics/e-newsletter-mass-media-belarus-bulletin-646-brief-
annual-review.
62  “Information Ministry starts blocking websites for criticism of authorities,” Belarus in Focus, June 23, 2015, http://
belarusinfocus.info/p/6733.
63  “Two Websites Warned by the Information Ministry,” Belarusian Association of Journalists, March 3, 2016,  http://baj.by/en/
content/two-websites-warned-information-ministry.
64  Maryna Nosava, “Trade ministry has suspended operation of 35 Internet stores and five electronic trading platforms this 
year, deputy minister says,” BelaPAN, December 14, 2015, http://en.belapan.by/archive/2015/12/14/en_21451214H.
65  Ihar Karnej, “‘Clearing’ internet-shops: Nuclear bomb dropped on a single house,” [in Russian] Svaboda, January 10, 2015, 
http://bit.ly/1MtRQVI. 
66  Mikail Zhurakov, “Democracy in the social networks should not be associated with complete anarchy,” BelTA, December 14, 
2015, http://www.belta.by/opinions/view/demokratija-v-sotssetjah-ne-dolzhna-assotsiirovatsja-s-polnoj-anarhiej-4541.
67  Anastasiya Salanovich, “Pro-government newspaper’s chief editor calls for closer supervision over Internet,” BelaPAN, 
February 4, 2016, http://en.belapan.by/archive/2016/02/04/en_22230204H. 
68  “Belarusian TV Head Demands Outlawing Anonymity On Internet,” Charter 97, February 8, 2016, https://charter97.org/en/
news/2016/2/8/190305. 
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documented instances of deep-pocket inspection (DPI) filtering have been recorded. However, the 
Belarusian government is reported to be in possession of equipment and software necessary for 
DPI.69 

Content Removal 

Until this past year, content removal has not been broadly used by the Belarusian authorities. How-
ever, the 2015 amendments permit the Ministry of Information to demand the deletion of informa-
tion that the authorities deem illegal within broad categories, such as content related to extremism 
or considered harmful to national interests.70 The amendments require the owners of websites to 
remove any online report disputed by any person and to post a refutation in its place. If the publish-
ers do not comply, their sites can be blocked. Website owners are held liable for any illegal content 
posted on their sites, and can also be punished for abusive or “incorrect” comments left on message 
boards.71 These decisions are no longer made by courts but by executive bodies, with no dispute 
mechanism or right to appeal. Even before the new amendments, online publishers threatened with 
a claim of defamation or harm to reputation often chose to preemptively remove controversial ma-
terials from their websites.  

In June 2015, the content removal provision of the new amendments was used for the first time. The 
Ministry of Information blocked the internet magazine KYKY.org without warning (see Blocking and 
Filtering). 

In addition, the Ministry told the website to remove four articles containing “forbidden vocabulary, 
disparaging, and sometimes insulting remarks against members of certain social groups, nationali-
ties, and religions.”72 Six days after the administrators complied, access to the website was restored.73

In November 2015, the UN Special Rapporteur on human rights in Belarus noted that “critical opin-
ion and fact-finding are curtailed by the criminalization of content that is deemed ‘harmful for the 
State’.” The Special Rapporteur noted that, until last year, Belarusians had benefited from free expres-
sion on the Internet. However, the recent amendments put practically all internet-based forms of ex-
pression under direct government control, authorizing a long list of authorities to remove unwanted 
content.74

Media, Diversity, and Content Manipulation  

Destabilizing developments in the region, including Russia’s propaganda campaign following its in-
vasion of Ukraine, an economic crisis in both Belarus and Russia, and the 2015 presidential election 

69  Mikhail Doroshevich and Marina Sokolova, “Internet Development and Usage,” ed. Anatoly Pankovsky and Valeria 
Kostyugova,  Belarusian Yearbook 2012, Minsk, 2013, http://bit.ly/1hJ9XhL, p. 174.
70  “Lozovik: Some websites are set up to flood Internet with negative information,” BelTa, December 17, 2014, http://bit.
ly/1OIM0V6.  
71  Anastasiya Salanovich, “Minister warns of crackdown on websites for “incorrect” comments on message boards.”
72  “Report on the state of media in Belarus and other Eastern Partnership Countries issued now,” Belarusian Association of 
Journalists, Information Policy, December 15, 2015, http://www.i-policy.org/2015/12/report-on-the-state-of-media-in-belarus-
and-other-eastern-partnership-countries-issued-now.html.
73  Alyaksey Areshka, “Blocked website`s team promises to delete objectionable content,” BelaPAN, June 18, 2015, http://
en.belapan.by/archive/2015/06/18/en_19440618H.
74  “UN rights expert urges “broad reform” of oppressive media governance in Belarus,” UN News Centre, November 6, 2015, 
http://www.un.org/apps/news/story.asp?NewsID=52486#.WAPJPzU9Xic.  
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in Belarus, have had an adverse effect on the online media landscape. With the internet serving as 
an important source of information for Belarusians, the government has stepped up its efforts to 
influence and manipulate online content. The authorities also continued to use preferential subsidies 
to favor progovernment media outlets and accreditation requirements to punish freelance jour-
nalists. These measures were not always successful, as more people turned to independent online 
sources in 2015 and 2016, finding them more credible than state-run media.

Under pressure abroad and at home, the Belarusian authorities attempted to limit independent 
views and criticism by independent and online media. In his 2015 State of the Nation speech, Pres-
ident Lukashenka said that the government must take a “fresh look” at protecting the information 
space in order to shield citizens from manipulation.75 Minister of Information Ananich called on the 
media to “resist speculation on economic difficulties [and rather] focus the audience’s attention on 
the achievements of Belarus”. In her view, information must not only be accurate, but also must “pro-
mote the development of society and the state.” Ananich criticized the internet’s “destructive compo-
nent” and accused unnamed media outlets of magnifying petty problems to stir up society. 76

Through selective use of oppressive laws, threats, and force, the government actively promoted 
self-censorship, which has long been a pervasive phenomenon for web-based media. In particular, 
the new amendments to the Media Law have had a chilling effect on journalists and editors. Ac-
cording to the Belarusian Association of Journalists, “the authorities want to force mass media into 
self-censorship, all the time considering which materials they can or cannot publish.”77 In 2015, an 
increase in official warnings for spurious reasons reinforced self-censorship prior to the October 
presidential election.78 Selective official and unofficial blocking also boosted self-censorship.79 For 
example, media experts believe the June 2015 blocking of KYKY.org (see Blocking and Filtering and 
Content Removal) was a warning for other online media, designed to encourage self-censorship.80 

Trolling is one of the government’s less direct methods of manipulating online content. Since the 
2010-2011 political and economic protests, the number of trolls and paid commentators has signifi-
cantly increased on independent Belarusian websites. In the past year, trolls were employed to reas-
sure readers that the economic situation was under control and that outsiders were to blame for the 
crisis. Trolls also were asked to criticize opposition protests and positively rate Lukashenka’s election 
platform. 81 As more Belarusian internet users move to social networks, trolls have also migrated to 
popular online communities. While it is difficult to prove that trolls are being paid for their services, 

75  Alexander Lukashenka, “Address to the Belarusian People and the National Assembly,” April 29, 2015, http://president.gov.
by/ru/news_ru/view/obraschenie-s-poslaniem-k-belorusskomu-narodu-i-natsionalnomu-sobraniju-11301.
76  Tanya Korovenkova, “Opposed to media freedom, officials could still take measures to protect Belarus from Russia’s bad 
influence, BelaPAN, June 16, 2016, http://en.belapan.by/archive/2015/06/16/en_783719_783720; Dzmitry Ulasaw, “Information 
minister concerned about growing role of online media,” BelaPAN, February 8, 2016, http://en.belapan.by/archive/2016/02/08/
en_08021735b; “Belarusian propaganda is not as destructive as Russian, it’s just miserable,” Mediakritika, February 4, 2016, 
http://mediakritika.by/article/3623/belaruskaya-prapaganda-ne-takaya-termayadzernaya-yak-rasiyskaya-yana-prosta-ubogaya. 
77  “The authorities want to force journalists into self-censorship – Bastunets,” [in Belarusian] Svaboda, February 15, 2015, 
http://bit.ly/1Pxbntx. 
78  “Report on the state of media in Belarus and other Eastern Partnership Countries issued now,” Belarusian Association of 
Journalists, Information Policy, December 15, 2015, http://www.i-policy.org/2015/12/report-on-the-state-of-media-in-belarus-
and-other-eastern-partnership-countries-issued-now.html.
79  “Information Ministry starts blocking websites for criticism of authorities,” Belarus in Focus, June 6, 2015, http://
belarusinfocus.info/p/6733. 
80  Zahar Shcherbakov, “The independent media in Belarus. The Number 1 threat changes its face” (in Russian), Naviny, 
January 24, 2016, http://naviny.by/rubrics/society/2016/01/24/ic_articles_116_190797.
81  Sergey Kozlovsky, “Belarus Catches Up to Russia With Its Own Pro-government ‘Troll Factory’,” Global Voices, October 10, 
2015, https://globalvoices.org/2015/10/10/belarus-catches-up-to-russia-with-its-own-pro-government-troll-factory.  
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especially by the government, a level of coordination behind their activities is evident. They are con-
stantly present on popular and influential internet forums and social networks, immediately react to 
new developments, and frequently work in teams.82 In 2015, evidence surfaced that members of the 
state-supported Belarusian Union of Youth were being employed as trolls.83 Bad behavior by regular 
internet users also remains a challenge; online rudeness and vulgarity often render discussions on 
forums more divisive.84

Russian propaganda continues to play a divisive role in Belarus, where the Russian language and 
Russian outlets dominate the media scene.  As a result, Belarusians are heavily influenced by Russian 
media content.85 Russian propaganda encourages the view that Belarusians are not a separate nation 
but are part of the “Russian world,” and the idea is influential in Belarus—according to a 2015 poll, 
roughly a third of Belarusians believe in Putin’s idea of a “Russian world”.86 Though traditionally close 
to Russia, President Lukashenka has come to fear an aggressive Kremlin in the wake of its invasion 
of Ukraine. Russia’s economic problems also have made it less attractive as a source of support for 
Belarus’ ailing economy, prompting Lukashenka to encourage more national sentiment at home and 
improved relations with the West.

The response from the Kremlin and Russian nationalists has been harsh. Russian media outlets, in-
cluding websites, increased their pro-Russian propaganda, and unleashed a “black propaganda” 
campaign against both state and non-state actors in Belarus. In many ways, the Russian operation 
resembles the trolling campaign organized against westward-leaning Ukraine. Russian websites 
have accused Lukashenka of being disloyal, too independent, and pro-Western. Long critical of the 
national symbols, culture, and history embraced by the Belarusian democratic opposition, Russian 
media now allege that the Belarusian authorities and their opponents have allied in promoting “dan-
gerous” nationalism and “Russophobia”.87 

This situation has put Lukashenka in a difficult position. The government restricts independent me-
dia, but does not curb Russian propaganda. It sees the former as a threat and not a part of the solu-
tion to the peril posed by the latter. 

Russian trolls have become more active on Belarusian websites and social media pages, and pur-
portedly outnumber Belarusian trolls. These trolls not only attack pro-democratic online forums and 
activities but seek to influence viewers and manipulate content on Russian-Belarusian issues.88 In 
February 2016, for example, Russian trolls targeted the Nasha Niva portal during a live report on an 
entrepreneurs’ strike, which they thought was taking place in Ukraine. Upon figuring out that the 

82  “Yuri Zisser: Popularity of the opposition websites grows thanks to censorship,” [in Russian] Eurobelarus, October 10, 2013, 
http://bit.ly/1kakUei. 
83  “Factory of BRYU trolls,” Charter 97, September 23, 2015, https://charter97.org/en/news/2015/9/23/170244.
84  Volha Prudnikava, “Bynet: rudeness is an issue,” BelaPAN, August 8, 2012, http://bit.ly/1X9BQQ5. 
85  Ryhor Astapenia, “How Russian Culture And Media Shape Belarusian Politics.”  
86  “The Most Important Results of the Public Opinion Poll in December 2015,” IISEPS, December 29, 2015, http://www.iiseps.
org/?p=3865&lang=en.
87  Alexander Cajcyc, “Russian Media Attack Belarus: Minsk Remains on the Kremlin Radar,” BelarusDigest, February 2, 2016, 
http://belarusdigest.com/story/russian-media-attack-belarus-minsk-remains-kremlin-radar-24482.
88  “KGB hires trolls urgently?” Charter97, April 11, 2012, http://bit.ly/1LSsgJn; “Troll from Olgino: They would mock 
Lukashenka as hard as possible,” Charter97, September 9, 2014, http://bit.ly/1jsJbfm; “Yuri Zisser: Popularity of the opposition 
websites grows thanks to censorship,” [in Russian] Eurobelarus, October 10, 2013, http://bit.ly/1kakUei. 
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strike was taking place in Belarus, they swiftly switched to criticizing the protestors and praising Lu-
kashenka as a great leader of all Slavs.89 

In 2015-2016, the government increased its use of administrative laws to restrict non-state journal-
ists’ ability to work, enforcing stringent requirements for accreditation.90 Journalists, including those 
publishing online, are not allowed to work professionally if not accredited by the state, making it 
impossible for freelancers to work legally.91 In the past year, many freelance journalists were harassed 
and prosecuted by the authorities for not possessing appropriate accreditation (see Violations of 
User Rights). 

While Belarus’ 2009 Law on Information, Informatization and Protection of Information guarantees 
access to, and the distribution of, information of interest to the public, the government routinely re-
stricts information from independent journalists and the media, including online websites. Some 60 
state bodies can classify their information as secret, state officials cannot speak with journalists with-
out the approval of their superiors, and media can only gain information from official press services 
or state ideological departments.92 Since 2003, the government has operated ideological structures 
in all state enterprises and organizations. 

The government controls all broadcast media and more than 600 newspapers and information 
websites. Since May 2015, the government has been operating the site, Belsmi, which promotes 
state-controlled local media and strives to create a favorable image of the country. Experts have crit-
icized the site for its one-sided content.93 

The government also determines online content through significant financial support to pro-gov-
ernment media outlets. The country’s worsening economic conditions make this state support even 
more influential. While the total funding provided to pro-government online media is unknown, the 
2015 state budget allocated EUR 60 million (US$73 million)—an increase of approximately EUR 8 
million over 2014—to support all state-run media, though the budget for 2016 fell to about EUR 45 
million.94 These funds are used to “collect, prepare and disseminate state orders on official informa-
tion.”95 As Belarus faced its worst crash in 15 years, the authorities indicated the state would provide 
additional financial support for 26 government-controlled newspapers and magazines, and pre-
sumably their websites, in 2016.96 The state also provides preferential advertising (70 percent of the 
economy is in state hands) and subsidizes rent and other operating costs. 

89  “Russian trolls massively commented on NN.by video in YouTube,” Nasha Niva, February 22, 2016, http://
nn.by/?c=ar&i=165612.
90  The Law on Mass Media envisages an authorization-based procedure of accreditation. Moreover, it does not allow the 
possibility to appeal against a refusal of accreditation. A journalist is forbidden to carry out professional activities, if he or she is 
not accredited. “Comments on Suggestions to Media Law,” BAJ, January 24, 2013, http://old.baj.by/en/node/19255. 
91  “Comments on Suggestions to Media Law,” BAJ, January 24, 2013, http://old.baj.by/en/node/19255. 
92  IREX, “Belarus,” in Europe & Eurasia Media Sustainability Index 2013, 182, http://bit.ly/1LoPZlh; IREX, “Belarus,” in Europe & 
Eurasia Media Sustainability Index 2015, http://bit.ly/1NgcjA5. 
93  Aliaksandr Klaskowski, “Authorities launch official media site, keep independent media under thumb,” BelaPAN, May 7, 
2015, http://bit.ly/1OJe6j2. 
94  “Draft budget 2016: around 45 million euros on state media” (in Russian), Belarusian Association of Journalists, December 
28, 2015, http://baj.by/ru/content/proekt-byudzheta-2016-okolo-45-millionov-evro-na-gosudarstvennye-smi.
95  “Mass Media Week in Belarus,” BAJ, December 12-22, 2013, http://bit.ly/1RfkAoI; “Figures of the year,” BAJ, January 3, 2015, 
http://baj.by/en/analytics/figures-year. 
96  Alyaksey Alyaksandraw, “Government to provide financial assistance to 26 print media outlets in 2016,”BelaPAN, http://
en.belapan.by/archive/2015/11/24/en_24111451b.
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In contrast, non-state media receive no government subsidies and suffer from a constant lack of 
funding. The government employs direct and indirect economic pressure to limit financial support 
for free media, including independent online media outlets, making it nearly impossible for these 
sites to be profitable. As one expert put it, “The inefficient economy captained by big state-owned 
businesses cannot create decent conditions for the development of media.”97 Forced to operate in 
semi-underground conditions and facing constant pressure, independent online media and oppo-
sition sites are unable to monetize their growing audiences and popularity. Most independent news 
websites are at an economic disadvantage because state and private companies are afraid to ad-
vertise on them. There have also been cases when foreign companies, especially those cooperating 
with state agencies, have avoided placing ads on independent sites due to political concerns.  Addi-
tionally, restrictive amendments to the Law on Public Associations and the Criminal Code that were 
passed secretly in 2011 made it a criminal offense for NGOs to receive foreign funding. Since most 
non-state online outlets are run as NGOs, the amendments pose a direct threat to the viability of 
Belarusian independent media.98 These challenges are compounded by Belarus’ worsening economic 
problems. Internet advertising fell by 15 percent in 2015.99 

Despite two decades of autocratic government and one of Europe’s most challenging media land-
scapes, Belarus continues to have a vibrant and diverse online presence. In 2015-2016, greater num-
bers of Belarusians viewed news and information from independent online sources because they 
found them to be more credible than the government’s version. The vast majority of the top 50 news 
and information websites continue to be either independent or opposition run.100 According to a 
September 2015 poll, more Belarusians received information about the October presidential election 
from independent than government online media (16 percent compared to 13 percent). Due to the 
government’s inability to deal with the country’s economic crisis, trust in virtually all state institutions 
– including state media101 – decreased in 2015-16.102 As one expert website noted, the state and its 
ideologues are losing the battle to independent media, despite the disparity in funding and restric-
tive laws.103

In the past year, social networks and blogs continued to grow as important sources of news, driven 
by a desire for objective information regarding Belarus’ political and economic challenges and the 
conflict in neighboring Ukraine. In Belarus, social media plays a more important role as a source of 
news and information than as a driver of traffic to news and information websites.104 Almost a quar-
ter of respondents to a September 2015 poll received information about the October presidential 
election from social networks and blogs.105 

97  IREX, “Europe and Eurasia Media Sustainability Index 2015-Belarus,” https://www.irex.org/sites/default/files/2015-msi-
belarus.pdf, p. 12.
98  Human Rights Watch, “Belarus: Open Joint NGO Letter to the Parliament of Belarus,” October 20, 2011, http://bit.
ly/1KdT1H4. 
99  “Internet advertising market in Belarus by the end of 2015 will be about $18 million,” BelTA, December 14, 2015, http://
www.belta.by/economics/view/rynok-internet-reklamy-v-belarusi-po-itogam-2015-goda-sostavit-okolo-18-mln-174020-2015.
100  Akavita internet ranking site, accessed February 25, 2016, http://bit.ly/1LoRJe0. 
101  Sergei Nikoliuk, “The country under dark shadows,” Belrynok, April 12, 2016, http://www.belrynok.by/ru/page/
column/2922.
102  Independent Institute of Socioeconomic and Political Studies, “The most important results of the public opinion poll in 
December 2015, http://www.iiseps.org/?p=3865&lang=en.
103  “Belarusian ideological workers are preparing for presidential campaign,” Belarus in Focus, June 30, 2015, http://
belarusinfocus.info/p/6742.
104  Pavluk Bykovsky, “Social networks give way to other traffic channels for Belarusian media,” Belarusian Association of 
Journalists, February 18, 2016, http://baj.by/be/analytics/sacsetki-sastupayuc-inshym-kanalam-trafiku-u-belaruskih-medyya.
105  September 2015 monitoring, Nowak.
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Comparative analysis of the media communities on popular social networks demonstrate that infor-
mation posted and shared by independent media is much more in demand than content published 
by state media. Links from the social network accounts of independent media are actively clicked, 
shared, and discussed by users, while the social network accounts of the state media are lifeless.106 
Progovernment websites have few readers, and state officials do not use social networks.107 The ten 
most-visited Facebook pages of media outlets in Belarus are dominated by independent or opposi-
tion news and information sources.108

Belarus has a vibrant blogosphere due to government restrictions over traditional media. For inde-
pendent-minded commentators, blogs serve as an alternative tool for disseminating uncensored 
information and fostering discussion on social, political and economic issues. The most popular 
Belarus blogs have over 10,000 followers,109 which is more than the circulation of many independent 
newspapers. In the last year, microblogs on Twitter have become trendy; the most popular have 
40,000 to 100,000 followers. Leading independent media figures and outlets have from 44,000 to 
164,000 followers.110 No government figures or outlets appear on these rankings. 

Websites such as those of the Belarusian Association of Journalists (Baj.by) and Viasna Human Rights 
Center (Spring96.org) also seek to hold Belarus to its domestic and international human rights ob-
ligations. The country’s constant economic crisis has stimulated more online initiatives designed to 
foster greater economic transparency and accountability. The best known is the Koshturada (Price of 
the State) website, which monitors budgetary expenditures.  

Because of government repression, many political, civic and media activists have chosen or been 
forced to emigrate over the last two decades. As a result, the editorial offices of some of Belarus’ 
most popular and influential websites are based outside of the country: in Poland (Charter97, Eu-
roradio.fm), Ukraine (Belaruspartisan), and the Czech Republic (Svaboda). Nevertheless, the vast ma-
jority of these websites’ viewers and reporters are based in Belarus.

In past years, websites related to the LGBTI (lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, and intersex) com-
munity have been targeted by the government. Gaybelarus.by, the online human rights project 
overseen by Belarusian LGBTI groups, has been intermittently blocked by the government since 2013. 
Rather than trying to circumvent the blocking of the old website, the administrators created a new 
portal, Yag (“Berry”), in July 2015. 

Digital Activism 

As more Belarusians turn to the internet for news and information, it has also grown as a tool for 
activism. Online activism proved to be particularly significant during the 2015 presidential election, 
during which the crowdmapping platform Electby.org received over 1,300 reports about election 
violations from observers around the country, twice as many as in 2010. The organizers coordinated 

106  BAJ, “Independent media in Belarus: Achievements, challenges and perspectives,” November 23, 2013.  
107  Artyom Shraibman, “Authorities control but do not gag Internet,” BelaPAN, February 8, 2013, http://bit.ly/1Rfn3Qd; 
Pauliuk Bykouski, “Government Websites a Decade Behind,” [in Belarusian] Tut i Ciaper, January 21, 2013, http://bit.ly/1GhWbP2. 
108  Socialbakers, “Facebook stats – media in Belarus,”  http://www.socialbakers.com/statistics/facebook/pages/total/belarus/
media, accessed February 27, 2016.
109  The First Rating of Belarusian Blogs, accessed March 23, 2015 http://ratings.by/?sort=readers; LiveJournal, “User ratings,” 
http://bit.ly/1PmKJEJ. 
110  Twitter Counter, “Top 100 Followers in Belarus,” http://twittercounter.com/pages/100/belarus?utm_expid=102679131-70.
Cf2Z6uGtR42NAFBYKQT74A.0&utm_referrer=http%3A%2F%2Ftwittercounter.com%2Fpages%2F100, accessed February 2016.
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with monitoring groups to verify most of the reports.111 Taking advantage of the growth of smartp-
hones, civic observers and digital activists worked together to develop Belarus’ first mobile applica-
tion, “Vochy” (Eyes), to collect reports for the Electby map.112 Launched two weeks before Election 
Day, the app drew the media’s attention and was downloaded by almost 1,500 users. The creators 
said they would improve the app for the September 2016 parliamentary elections.  

Over the past year the number of citizen petitions to state bodies increased significantly. Accord-
ing to the Law on Citizens’ Appeals, state institutions are obliged to provide written responses to 
electronic appeals. The Belarusian petition platform Zvarot.by has been a pioneer in this field. In 
2015, the site submitted over 5,700 individual and collective appeals to various state institutions, 
compared to 2,500 in 2014. In January 2016 alone, Zvarot.by submitted more than 3,500 civil society 
campaign petitions. While the state’s responses tend to be negative or formal, several campaigns led 
to changes in legislation and policies. In one example, officials ceased harassing two human rights 
defenders who were regularly searched when crossing the border. In some cases, thanks to the 
petition campaigns and follow-up activities, joint working groups were created at state institutions. 
Zavrot.by and similar platforms, such as Petitions.by (Удобный город /Comfortable City) and Одно 
Окно Онлайн (One Window Online)—both launched in 2015—foster better communication and in-
teraction between citizens and state institutions, which otherwise remain closed to and isolated from 
the public.113 

Other online campaigns and initiatives started by citizens and civil society organizations generated 
significant engagement, often leading to offline action: 

•	 In August 2015, Facebook activists launched the solidarity campaign #Sky4Statkevich, call-
ing for people to take selfies outside to share their freedom with Mikola Statkevich, an op-
position candidate in the 2010 presidential election and a political prisoner as he celebrated 
another birthday in jail. 

•	 In September 2015, a campaign against the government’s plan to allow a Russian military 
base in Belarus was launched on Twitter and Facebook. Its #NoRussianBaseinBelarus be-
came the year’s most popular hashtag, and was used to organize a series of street protests. 

•	 In October 2015, a virtual flash mob was launched through social networks in support of 
four students who were expelled from a military school for posting a photo of themselves 
wearing tee shirts with a national symbol underneath their uniforms in a popular patriotic 
community in Vkontakte (see Violations of User Rights). Hundreds of Belarusians posted sel-
fies with similar “Pahonia” tee shirts on social media. Independent media also put pressure 
on the school’s administration, which reinstated the students, a decision likely influenced by 
the social media campaign.114

•	 In November 2015, students at Belarusian State University started a campaign on Vkontakte 

111  “Chronicling violations for the civic platform observing the 2015 elections,” Elect.by, November 12, 2015, http://2015.
electby.org/report/Electby_Report_2015_BY.htm.
112  Tetyana Lokot, “New Mobile App Helps Belarusians to Keep an Eye on Violations in Presidential Election,” Global Voices, 
September 21, 2015, https://globalvoices.org/2015/09/21/new-mobile-app-helps-belarusians-to-keep-an-eye-on-violations-in-
presidential-election. 
113  “Head of Petitions.by project: Belarusians prefer to complain to each other in kitchens. But the situation is changing,” 
Naviny, January 30, 2016, http://naviny.by/rubrics/society/2016/01/30/ic_articles_116_190865.
114  “Public campaign on social networks prompted authorities to soften repressions,” Belarus in Focus, October 27, 2015, 
http://belarusinfocus.info/p/7100.
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and Facebook, against fees for repeat exams introduced by the university administration. 
The virtual protest led to the first offline student demonstrations in recent years. Despite 
threats from the university authorities, student activists continue their online and offline 
campaign.115

•	 In December 2015, when state TV ignored the ceremony at which the pro-opposition Be-
larusian writer Svetlana Alexievich received the Nobel Prize for Literature, Belarusian civil 
society self-organized a Nobel Razem (Nobel Together) campaign through social networks, 
gathering in cafes, galleries, and bookstores to watch the ceremony broadcast online. Face-
book was used to organize a public meeting with Alexievich at Minsk International Airport 
upon her return from Stockholm.116   

•	 Three crowdfunding platforms emerged in 2015 as success stories: Talaka.by platform, Ulej.
by (Beehive) by Belgasprombank, and MaeSens.by (Makes Sense). Local crowdfunding plat-
forms first appeared in 2011, it has taken time to adapt them to Belarusian conditions.117 In 
June 2015, the first successful crowdfunding campaign on Talaka.by met its goal. Project 
Peppa Pig aimed to develop a Belarusian language version of the well-known British car-
toon. By the end of 2015, thousands of citizens had donated more than BYR 3 billion rubles 
($140,000) to the sites,118 a significant amount by Belarusian standards.

Violations of User Rights

While detentions of online journalists and social media users were rare in the past year, authorities 
have punished independent freelance web journalists through administrative proceedings and pen-
alties. Technical attacks against opposition and independent outlets continue to take down websites 
during strategic periods, often for days at a time. Meanwhile, the government continues to boost its ca-
pacity for online surveillance, acquiring technology from Chinese vendors to conduct in-depth analysis 
of activity online.  

Legal Environment 

While the rights to freedom of expression and information are guaranteed by the Belarusian con-
stitution, they remain severely restricted and violated in practice. Since 2007, the government has 
enacted a series of repressive laws to stifle critical voices online. The 2015 amendments to the 2008 
Media Law extended the government’s restrictive laws against independent print media to cover the 
online sphere (see Blocking and Filtering). In January 2015, amendments to Articles 188, 361, and 
367 of the Criminal Code also came into force. These amendments specifically made information 
distributed via the internet subject to criminal penalties for defamation, defamation of the president, 

115  “Students protesting against paid repeat exams,” Novy Chas, December 2, 2015, http://novychas.by/hramadstva/studenty_
pratestujucj_supracj 
116  Pavel Ros, “How Facebook affects the lives of Belarusians” (in Russian) Salidarnast, February 4, 2016, http://gazetaby.com/
cont/art.php?sn_nid=108915.
117  ODB Brussels, “How Does Fundraising and Crowdfunding Work in Belarus?” October 2, 2015, http://odb-office.eu/
capacity-building_/trainings/how-does-fundraising-and-crowdfunding-work-belarus#sthash.G0qhI5b8.dpuf.
118  Pavluk Bykovsky, “Crowdfunding: the right to choose the future” (in Russian), Direktor, No. 1 (199), January 2016, http://
director.by/index.php/arhiv-nomerov/-2016/163--2016/4529-2016-02-12-08-05-04.html. See also The 2015 CSO Sustainability 
Index for Central and Eastern Europe and Eurasia, USAID, https://www.usaid.gov/sites/default/files/documents/1861/
EuropeEurasia_CSOSIReport_2015.pdf#page=51, p. 47.  
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and threats to national security.119 

Prosecutions and Detentions for Online Activities 

Within the past year, authorities have ramped up harassment and intimidation against Belarusian 
journalists working for foreign media without accreditation. Between June 2015 and May 2016, 25 
legal cases were launched against freelance journalists resulting in fines totaling more than $8,000.120 
Journalists are charged with the “illegal production and distribution of information” online under Ar-
ticle 22.9 of the Administrative Code. In particular, the government is pursuing Belarusian journalists 
cooperating with Belsat and Radio Racyja, Poland-based online media outlets reporting on Belarus. 
The campaign targets journalists in the country’s regions, which are generally more conservative 
and quick to punish independent voices for fear of spotlighting local social or economic problems.121 
Some journalists have been prosecuted multiple times. Freelance journalist Kastus Zhukouski from 
Homel, whose video reports on social and economic issues appear on YouTube and are often repost-
ed by Belsat, has been convicted 11 times and fined over $3,000 since April 2015.122 The campaign 
paused during the presidential campaign in fall 2015, possibly in an effort to appease the interna-
tional community, but new charges were brought beginning in January 2016.123 

The Belarusian Association of Journalists (BAJ) has condemned the government’s persecution of 
freelancers. It has pointed out that the legal provision under which the freelancers are being charged 
is applicable to media organizations, not to individual journalists. Furthermore, the prosecution of 
freelancers violates both Belarus’ constitution and its international obligations.124 The OSCE and oth-
er international organizations defending freedom of expression have denounced the campaign. In 
December 2015, the UN Human Rights Committee agreed for the first time to consider a complaint 
regarding a 2014 fine for violating Article 22.9.125  

BAJ has appealed repeatedly to the authorities to codify the status of freelancer in the Media Law, 
but the Parliament rejected its proposals. In early August 2015, President Lukashenka publicly ac-
knowledged the punishments against journalists as inappropriate and promised to resolve the 
problem.126 In a promising development, draft reforms to the Administrative Code, which include a 
proposal to remove the prosecution of journalists under Article 22.9, were published on the website 
of the Ministry of Interior in January 2016.127 On February 5, the Homel district court dismissed a 

119  See, ЗАКОН РЕСПУБЛИКИ БЕЛАРУСЬ 5 января 2015 (Law of the Republic of Belarus, January 5, 2015)  г. № 241-З, 
http://bit.ly/1PmNK7T. 
120  For a list of the cases, see “Fines to Journalists for Violating Article 22.9 of the Administrative Code,” BAJ, https://baj.by/
en/analytics/fines-journalists-violating-article-229-administrative-code-chart-updated, accessed August 19, 2016. 
121  Syarhey Karalevich, “Freelance journalist in Vitsyebsk region sentenced to fine for cooperation with foreign media outlets 
without accreditation,” BelaPAN, July 29, 2015, 
http://en.belapan.com/archive/2015/07/29/en_17440729m.
122  “Freelance Journalist Zhukouski: ‘Stupidity which became the norm’” (in Belarusian), Radio Liberty, February 1, 2016, 
http://www.svaboda.org/content/article/27522875.html.
123  Tatiana Korovenkova, “Tightening the Screws on Belarus’ Media Sphere,” Naviny, February 1, 2016, http://naviny.by/
rubrics/society/2016/02/01/ic_articles_116_190871.
124  “BAJ protests against prosecution of journalists for contribution to foreign mass media,” Eurobelarus, September 30, 2014, 
http://bit.ly/1G9XPlT. 
125  Uladzimir Laptsevich, “UN Human Rights Committee to consider Belarusian freelance journalist’s complaint over fine,” 
BelaPAN, February 3, 2016, http://en.belapan.by/archive/2016/02/03/en_21460203H.
126  Alyaksey Alyaksandraw, “Two freelance journalists in Hrodna sentenced to fines for working for foreign media outlet 
without accreditation,” BelaPAN, August 19, 2015, http://en.belapan.by/archive/2015/08/19/en_16430819. 
127  Ministry of Internal Affairs, “Let’s improve the law together: citizens are invited for an open discussion,” January 12, 2016, 
http://mvd.gov.by/main.aspx?guid=303683. 
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charge against another freelancer, Larysa Shchyrakova, who had been convicted three times under 
Article 22.9. This was the first example in which an administrative case against a freelance journalist 
was halted.128 On February 25, however, the Zhlobin district court imposed another fine on Kastus 
Zhukouski for allegedly violating the same article. 

In January 2016, Belarusian authorities detained 26-year-old blogger Eduard Palychs, also known 
under his pseudonym Jhon Silver, the creator of the anti-government website 1863x.com, known for 
its sharp political commentary. Authorities charged Palychs with inciting racial, national, or religious 
hatred as well as distributing pornographic material based on content published on his website, 
charges which experts said were baseless.129 He faces up to five years of imprisonment. 130 Palychs 
had been previously detained by police and confined to a psychiatric hospital in 2015. After this in-
cident, he had tried fleeing to Ukraine, but was apprehended in Russia and extradited to Belarus. On 
October 14, 2016, his closed trial began in Minsk. Belarusian and international human rights groups 
consider him a political prisoner.131 

In recent years, the government has begun using materials obtained from online sources as “evi-
dence” to punish individuals for alleged offline offenses.  On August 11, 2015, four young men were 
detained over graffiti with political content on a concrete fence in Minsk, including a message in 
Belarusian stating that “Belarus must be Belarusian.” After the authorities searched computers confis-
cated from the activists’ homes, the men were charged with using the internet to distribute “extrem-
ist” information, promote violence, and incite ethnic hatred. The “graffiti case” became the most cel-
ebrated political trial of the last year due to a broad civic campaign spanning the country. The joint 
efforts of human rights defenders, civic activists, and independent journalists may have contributed 
to relatively mild sentences. The charges of extremism were ultimately dropped; one defendant was 
cleared of all charges and the others were fined instead of jailed.132 Civil society groups organized an 
online fundraising campaign that is expected to cover the cost of the fines.133 

Surveillance, Privacy, and Anonymity 

Belarus employs systematic, sophisticated surveillance to monitor its citizens and control critical 
expression online.134 All telecommunications operators are obliged to install real-time surveillance 
equipment, which makes it possible to monitor all types of transmitted information (voice, mobile 
text message and internet traffic) and obtain other types of related data (user history, account bal-
ance, and other details) without judicial oversight. Mobile phone companies are required to turn 
over personal data of their customers at the government’s request. As of January 2016, all ISPs must 

128  “Conveyor of persecution of freelance journalists was stopped in Soviet district court in Gomel” (in Belarusian), Radio 
Liberty, February 5, 2016, http://www.svaboda.mobi/a/27533644.html.
129  Reporters Without Borders, “Belarus: RSF urges withdrawal of baseless charges against detained blogger,” October 12, 
2016, https://rsf.org/en/news/rsf-urges-withdrawal-baseless-charges-against-detained-blogger.
130  Vadzim Smok, “John Silver: A New Political Prisoner in Belarus?”, BelarusDigest, July 12, 2016
131  “Eduard Palchys is a political prisoner. Joint statement by human rights groups,” Viasna, October 5, 2016, http://spring96.
org/en/news/85127; Reporters Without Borders “Belarus: RSF calls for release of blogger held for past six months,” July 29, 2016, 
https://rsf.org/en/news/belarus-rsf-calls-release-blogger-held-past-six-months.
132  “Activists Involved in ‘Graffiti Case’ Face Final Charge,” December 11, 2015, Viasna Human Rights Center,  http://spring96.
org/en/news/81598.
133  Franak Viachorka, “Regarding the payment of the Graffitists’ fines, in two days they collected more than $1,000,” Radio 
Liberty, February 3, 2016, http://www.svaboda.org/content/article/27530261.html.
134  “Insights into Internet Freedom in Central Asia: Belarus,” Digital Defenders Partnership, 2013, https://www.digitaldefenders.
org/belarus.
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retain information about their customers browsing history for one year. As a result, law enforcement 
agencies have access to the private browsing history of all web users in Belarus.135

Since 2010, the government has been utilizing the Russian-developed intercept technology SORM 
(System of Operative Investigative Measures) and allocating resources for online surveillance tech-
nologies.136 SORM enables government surveillance directly via the provider. Since late 2011, deep 
packet inspection (DPI) technology has been available for network packet inspection and filtering 
according to content.137 The Belarusian government also uses Semantic Archive, software developed 
in Russia that monitors open data such as media archives, online sources, blogs, and social net-
works.138 It also employs viruses, malware, and spying software to conduct cyber surveillance.139 Since 
at least 2010, the Belarusian authorities apparently have employed mobile telephone surveillance 
measures.140 

In July 2015 internal documents leaked from the Italy-based spyware firm Hacking Team indicated 
that that the Belarusian government has been interested in the firm’s products since 2011.  Hacking 
Team had presented its Remote Control System (Galileo and DaVinci) spyware, which targets com-
puters and smartphones, to officials from the Operational and Analytical Center, which oversees 
Belarus’ internet, and the Belarusian Ministry of Internal Affairs, in 2014.  The documents indicated 
Belarusian interest, but do not confirm that the government purchased the system.141

Chinese and Western firms have reportedly supplied equipment and software that would allow the 
state to expand its surveillance of citizens.142 During the past year, the Belarusian government has 
been increasing its acquisition of equipment to monitor and control the internet. In May 2015, the 
government engaged a Chinese firm to provide hardware and software for monitoring and blocking 
content online, and the equipment was reportedly installed ahead of the October 2015 presidential 
election. According to one expert, the new equipment is able to carry out a deeper analysis of inter-
net traffic to determine which websites are undesirable for visitors, and can track user actions, sites 
visited, materials read, and programs connected.143 Another report indicated that the government 
had installed new equipment to track anonymizer and proxy tools so that it could prevent their use 
to access banned websites.144  

Beltelecom launched a tender in 2015 to purchase the hardware and software needed to identify 

135  Alyaksey Areshka, “Internet service providers required to keep records of customers’ visits to websites,” BelaPAN, March 
15, 2015, http://bit.ly/1LSCE3M. 
136  Ministry of Communications and Informaization (MPT), “Measures on implementation of the National program of 
accelerated development of information and communication technologies for 2011-2015” [in Russian] http://bit.ly/1RftClJ. 
137  Mikhail Doroshevich and Marina Sokolova, “Internet Development and Usage,” ed. Anatoly Pankovsky and Valeria 
Kostyugova, Belarusian Yearbook 2012, 2013, 174, http://bit.ly/1hJ9XhL. 
138  Andrei Soldatov and Irina Borogan, “Russia’s Surveillance State,” World Policy Institute, Fall 2013, http://bit.ly/1cZerr4.  
139  “Insights into Internet freedom in Central Asia: Belarus,” Digital Defenders Partnership 2013, accessed March 24, 2015, 
http://bit.ly/1OJ7ocQ.  
140  Stanislav Budnitski, “Big Brother in Eurasia: Surveillance goes digital,” Digital.Report, November 13, 2014, http://bit.
ly/1Rfu5nU. 
141  “OAC interested in DaVinci spyware,” Charter 97, July 16, 2015, https://charter97.org/en/news/2015/7/16/160052; 

“Belarus Wanted To Use USB Sticks to Infect Devices and Collect Data,” OCCRP, July 15, 2015, https://www.occrp.org/en/
daily/4161-belarus-wanted-to-use-usb-sticks-to-infect-devices-and-collect-data; “Hacking Team,” WikiLeaks, https://wikileaks.
org/hackingteam/emails/emailid/541235; 
142  Andrei Aliaksandrau, “Belarus: Pulling the Plug,” 16-17. 
143  Galina Petrovskaya, “The Belarusian segment of the internet: under the hood of the state” (in Russian), Deutsche Welle, 
September 24, 2015, http://bit.ly/2fuDknz.
144  “A system for tracking anonymizers has been launched in Belarus,” (in Russian), Providers.by, December 10, 2015, http://
providers.by/2015/12/news/v-belarusi-zarabotala-sistema-poiska-anonimajzerov.
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outgoing voice traffic, including VoIP, associated with a particular internet user. The company was 
seeking to use the system to bill its customers for Skype calls.145 In March 2016, the government’s 
Investigative Committee announced a tender for purchasing equipment that will provide access 
to data on smartphones compatible with all popular mobile operating systems. The tender said 
equipment should provide access to contacts, content of communications, audiovisual material, 
hidden or erased data on mobile devices, and assist in ascertaining user access codes, among other 
capabilities.146  

In Belarus, there is no judicial or independent oversight of internet or ICT surveillance. ISPs are re-
quired to make remote access to their databases available on demand to government bodies carry-
ing out investigations. There is widespread belief that the internet traffic, text messages, and voice 
calls of opposition activists are routinely monitored. One expert notes that while the government 
continues to significantly expand surveillance over the internet, few Belarusians realize the extent of 
this surveillance and the threat it poses to internet users.147 One study called the Lukashenka gov-
ernment “a pioneer and leader in counter-revolutionary, including ICT-based, tactics among all the 
post-Soviet states.”148

Given the government’s increasing control over the internet, Belarusians are using proxy servers and 
other methods to circumvent restrictions and surveillance. However, during the past year, Tor use in 
the country declined from over 10,000 to almost 6,000 users.149 This could be due to several factors, 
including the government’s February 2015 ban of anonymity and circumvention tools, and the de-
crease in repression in the wake of the authorities’ new détente with the West. Under the February 
2015 ban on circumvention tools, the authorities can block not only anonymizers and Tor, but also 
other security tools like the Opera and Yandex browsers that allow access to almost any website in 
traffic compression mode.150 At the time of this report, however, Tor is accessible and VPN use re-
mains very popular.151 

Since 2007, internet cafes are required to keep a year-long history of the domain names accessed 
by users and inform law enforcement bodies of suspected legal violations.152 Internet cafes are also 
required to photograph or film users.153 Restaurants, hotels, and other entities are obliged to register 
guests before providing them with wireless access, whether free or paid.154 Belarusian citizens must 
present their passports and register when buying a SIM card and obtaining a mobile phone number. 

145  “Beltelecom buys equipment to monitor Skype calls,” Charter 97, June 5, 2015, http://charter97.org/en/
news/2015/6/5/154349.
146  “Investigative Committee wants to purchase smartphone ‘ripper’,” 42.TUT.BY, March 16, 2016, http://42.TUT.BY/488688.
147  Jerome Taylor, “Government of Belarus using ‘new tools’ to silence dissent on internet, says Index on Censorship report,” 
The Independent, January 4, 2013, http://ind.pn/1QATQPw. Since a majority of Belarus’ internet traffic passes through Russia, 
which also employs SORM, it is also presumably spied on by that country’s security services, which have close relations with 
their Belarusian counterparts. 
148  Volodymyr Lysenko and Kevin Desouza, “The Use of Information and Communication Technologies by Protesters and the 
Authorities in the Attempts at Colour Revolutions in Belarus 2001–2010, Europe-Asia Studies, vol. 67, issue 4, 2015, http://www.
tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/09668136.2015.1031642.
149  Tor Project, “TorMetrics – Direct users by country,” accessed August 23, 2016, https://metrics.torproject.org/userstats-
relay-country.html?start=2015-06-01&end=2016-05-31&country=by&events=off. 
150 “Belaru Bans Tor and Other Anonymizers,” E-Belarus, February 26, 2015, http://www.e-belarus.org/news/201502261.html. 
151  Douglas Crawford, “VPN and Tor banned in Belarus,” BestVPN, March 4, 2015, http://bit.ly/1M6UYZA. 
152   “Council of Ministers of the Republic of Belarus. Regulations on computer clubs and internet cafe functioning” [in 
Russian], Pravo.by, April 29, 2010, http://pravo.by/webnpa/text.asp?start=1&RN=C20700175.
153  Alyaksey Areshka, “Authorities scrap passport requirement for Internet cafes’ visitors,” BelaPAN, December 27, 2012, 
http://bit.ly/1Mubh0t. 
154  Including the user’s name, surname, type of ID, ID number, and name of the state body which issued the ID, as per Art. 6, 
Regulation on computer clubs and internet café functioning, http://bit.ly/1jIgoTB. 
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Belarus remains the only post-Soviet state with no proper legislation regulating the privacy of per-
sonal data. Belarus has not joined the Council of Europe Convention for the Protection of Individuals 
with regard to Automatic Processing of Personal Data.155 In general, independent experts conclude 
that “Belarusian legislation does not provide a satisfactory basis for the proper balance between 
freedom and security online.”156

Intimidation and Violence 

As the Belarusian government sought international recognition for the October 2015 presidential 
election in an attempt to normalize relations with the EU, there were fewer recorded instances of ex-
tralegal intimidation and harassment of online activists and journalists. 

However, family members of online activists continued to report intimidation and harassment. Edu-
ard Palycha, the creator of the website 1863x.com, said his wife was threatened, pressured, and in-
terrogated throughout his imprisonment (see Prosecutions and Detentions for Online Activities).157 A 
girlfriend of one of the suspects in the “graffiti case” was lured to his apartment during his detention 
by a police officer who intimidated and interrogated her.  Psychological pressure was exerted on a 
pregnant girlfriend of another graffitist and online activist. An aggressive search of the apartment of 
the third suspect was conducted in presence of his one-year-old son and wife, who was also subject-
ed to psychological pressure.158 In the course of the graffiti case investigation, unknown people twice 
entered the apartments of one of the suspect’s parents.159   

Technical Attacks

Technical attacks have not been widely experienced in Belarus, but the government occasionally 
employs them against independent websites, often coinciding with important political events, such 
as elections, national holidays, or street protests. This past year demonstrated a new pattern, as cer-
tain news websites experienced repeated distributed denial-of-service attacks (DDoS) attacks. While 
Belarusian criminal law prohibits these types of technical attacks, law enforcement agencies rarely 
pursue such cases; when they do, the investigation is a mere formality.  

Less than a week before the October 2015 presidential election, the independent websites BelaPAN.
by and Naviny.by were hit by severe DDoS attacks against their Belarus-based servers. The former 
is the site of the country’s only independent news agency, and many other outlets depend on it for 
news and information. The latter is also one of Belarus’ most popular online newspapers. The tech-
nical attacks occurred the day after the outlets reported that students were forced to take part in a 

“Prayer for Belarus” event attended by President Lukashenka and his heir-apparent son ahead of the 

155  Elena Spasiuk, “Belarusians will be checked by database,” [in Russian] Belorusskye Novosti, July 24, 2013, http://bit.
ly/1Oz6VLH. 
156  Marina Sokolova, “Freedom and Security Online in Belarus: Window for Opportunities,” Lawtrend, (presentation, May 
2014) http://bit.ly/1Oz72a5.  
157  Mikola Bugaj, “Creator of 1863x.com Website Claims that He Was Arrested and  Investigated under Criminal Charges,” 
Nasha Niva, November 5, 2015, http://nn.by/?c=ar&i=159400.
158  “Accused in ‘graffiti case’: During the Arrest We Were Threatened That We Would Never Get Out of Jail,” Spring 96, 
September 4, 2015, http://spring96.org/en/news/79711.
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presidential election.160 Naviny.by also published caricatures of Lukashenka. The DDoS attacks con-
tinued for three days.161 Throughout the attacks, BelaPAN continued to publish news on its Facebook 
page. 

BelaPAN described the incident as “an example of the brutal pressure on the independent media 
and the violation of the constitutional principles of freedom of speech and freedom of the press.”162 
The Belarusian Association of Journalists stated that it viewed the incident as an attempt to punish 
BelaPAN and Naviny.by for performing their professional duties.163 

On February 15, 2016, BelaPAN’s website was once again inaccessible due to another DDoS attack. 
The attack coincided with the meeting of the EU Council in Brussels, at which the issue of the re-
moval of sanctions against Belarus was discussed. The website was able to resume its work the next 
day.164 

Official websites have also been subject to technical attacks. The website of Belarus’ Santa Claus 
hacked in summer 2015. Instead of materials about Santa’s working hours, location, and contact 
information, the website displayed a black screen and a message from the hacker “Nassim Patchika” 
stating that “Muslims are not terrorists.” The Algerian hacker is known for hacking different websites 
to remind their administrators about safety issues.165

160  Juras Karmenau, “Belarusian media claim gov’t attack on their websites,” The Big Story, AP, October 5, 2015,  http://
bigstory.ap.org/article/15ee42cef9934b2284503e55f38edf1d/belarusian-media-claim-govt-attack-their-websites; Alyaksey 
Alyaksandraw, “Authorities are blocking BelaPAN’s websites to punish journalists for doing their job, Belarusian Association of 
Journalists says,” BelaPAN, October 5, 2015, http://en.belapan.by/archive/2015/10/05/en_18261005H.
161  “BelaPAN informs about DDoS-attack,” Salidarnast, Gazetaby.com, October 3, 2015, http://gazetaby.com/cont/art.php?sn_
nid=102497.
162  “BelaPAN’s statement in connection with DDoS-attacks against  the company’s websites,” Gazetaby, October 5, 2015, 
http://gazetaby.com/cont/art.php?sn_nid=102497.
163  “BAJ statement on technical attacks against BelaPAN’s websites,” Belarusian Association of Journalists, October 5, 2015, 
http://baj.by/be/content/zayava-ga-bazh-z-nagody-ataki-na-sayty-belapan.
164  “Access to BelaPAN’s website was blocked,” Belarusian Association of Journalists, BAJ, February 16, 2016, http://baj.by/be/
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165  “Muslim hacker hacked the website of Ded Moroz in Belarus,” BBC, December 25, 2015, http://www.bbc.com/russian/
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